52 SPROUTS
Mastering the kitchen, one vegetable at a time.

Commit to Cook.
Cooking more at home might be as simple
as scheduling a day to do it. Research shows
precommitment is an effective way to get people
to do the things they say they want to do. 52
Sprouts makes it easy to plan ahead and provides
a reminder the day before to give you that extra
nudge.

Ingredient of the Week.
Many people feel that cooking is overwhelming.
There are simply too many choices to make. By
choosing a local, in season ingredient for you each
week, 52 Sprouts focuses your cooking efforts
and reduces the choices you have to make.

Get Inspired.
Not sure what to make? See what the community
is sprouting to get ideas, recipes, tips, and tricks on
how to use each week’s ingredient. See something
you like? Heart it to save it for later.

Share Your Creations.
When you cook with the Ingredient of the Week,
Sprout to share your delicious creation with the
52 Sprouts community. Add a short title, a brief
description, a photo, and some ingredients and
you’re all set.

Rich Ingredient Information.

Simple Scheduling.

Sprout Your Heart Out.

To help you master the Ingredient of the Week, 52 Sprouts
provides rich information about each ingredient including
seasonality, buying tips, nutrition facts, how to store the
ingredient, pairings, preparation techniques, and substitutes.

Planning ahead is key to becoming a successful home cook.
52 Sprouts helps you think about cooking earlier with a super
simple scheduling mechanism. Simply pick a day to cook
each week and the app will remind you the day before.

It’s easy to share the delicious homemade meals you make
each with the 52 Sprouts community. Receive positive
reinforcement as members of the 52 Sprouts community
“heart” what you made.

Learn more at 52sprouts.com
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